Detroit TV Station Posts on Facebook asking for stories about unvaccinated lost loved ones to COVID-19. Instead of getting back stories about unvaccinated deaths, they got back over 20,000 reports of vaccinated deaths and vaccine-related serious side effects. Facebook thread included.


Sarah Prost and 55k others
218,683 shares

Kim Bell McAll

Thank you Karen. I’d rather just follow the advice of my doctor but I do appreciate that sentiment and I’m not being sarcastic.

Kim Bell McAll

Sean Moulton you keep bring up the polls. Why are you not sharing the history of the V? How the polio V hurt and killed many children. Because they did not do a 5-10 years study until it had the proper time frame as all V studies, which is 5-10 years. So tell me, in all your studies you keep talking about.

1. women’s reproductive ability?
2. Men’s reproductive ability?
3. Can it cause heart problems?
4. Can it cause cancer?
5. Can it cause organ failure?
6. Can it cause neurological disorder or problems?
7. Can it have reactions to any kind of medical prescriptions, prescribe from a doctor.
8. Does it have reactions to herbal remedies that many people use?

This is just a few questions, there are many more I am looking forward to hearing all your science on just these few questions.
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year's it has. The vaccine we have has been in production since 2016 when they were looking at other common viral strains. So you have a vaccine that was in research for 5 years plus the human genome that was mapped since 2014 and the virus genome mapped since early Jan 2020. I’m sure if 10% they had the human genome mapped and out of technology this would be a most point.

Next they have studied this and 1 zero issue with severe reproductive issues. All studies done show nothing. And out of all the 1 zero issue studies this new vaccine shows no signs of them and they are on the plan. 2. There have been no issues with reproductive outcome for men and women can attest to that 3. The virus itself is self cause inflammation in the heart and other organs. And yes there are some unique cases in children however the score is so far apart from what the immune system do that it's not even looked at. 4. The vaccine is based on the MERS virus studies going back 2 decades to combat cancer. If you understood that cancer is when cells are mutated in most cases to cause this by environmental or other causes and you understand that the vaccine does not change the cells associated with the thing that it type three. Now have cancer. 5. Does death or organ failure linked to the vaccine, you do know that cause death and 6. There are no cause issues with allergic reactions in the MERS virus studies going back 2 decades to combat cancer. 7. The virus is linked to neurological issues but it does not enter the brain this has been shown before in past studies and even past vaccines do not enter nor affect neurological output. 8. Reactions can happen that's why you tell you doctor what medication you are on and they will tell you how can it react.

If you would have to see if there are any issues with herbal remedies. Based on how the vaccine can be for any drug to say it doesn't for herbal remedies would be in appropriate. All good questions. I'm myself and on drugs for a compensation due to chronic disease and I had similar questions and replied until the studies were done with patients who had similar issues. I was cautious myself and asking questions is never a bad thing.

Karen Pittman-Cook

Karen-Milling, these individuals don't want to hear about science and medicine behind the vaccines. They want to read about and believe in misinformation and conspiracy theories to make their decision to not vaccinate. Every person here has a story about a loved one or friend with medical issues who were vaccinated, and who have been told by their own medical doctors that those medical issues are completely unrelated to being vaccinated for covid, they don't believe their own medical doctors so why should they believe you?

Sean Moring

Sean Moring I’m not doing this to change their minds I do this bc if there is a few who read these and have questions then at least they will get some facts and slowly less people will believe the push out there bc someone took the time to just tell them the facts.

Karen Pittman-Cook

Karen-Milling, Hannah Pilling's story may interest you and your autistic child. She was awarded the highest amount ever due to a vaccine injury. I think she got $28M plus another $1M per year for life for her care? It's been awhile since I read the story but she got a catch-up round of varicella vaccine. Virtually overnight she went from being super active and sunny child to a virtually silent one, unable to make eye contact with a scan few vocabulary words with a diagnosis of autism. Her parents are both scientists of some sort, with their doctorates. Very intriguing case.

Sean Moring

Sean Moring Hannah was diagnosed with encephalopathy How it possible this came from cross contamination it's also it's from something else. That's why you have to be very careful when you say there is and is not life.

Michael Bronzetti

Sean Moring the creator of the vaccine has told the government that it should not be used as a vaccine. The government has told the people if they do not get it they will be in trouble and treated as second-class citizens.

Barbara Sharpe

Barbara Sharpe Sean-Milling can you show me the study that proves these statements to be accurate?

Barbara Sharpe

Barbara Sharpe Sean-Milling can you show me the study that proves these statements to be accurate?

Barbara Sharpe

Barbara Sharpe Sean-Milling can you show me the study that proves these statements to be accurate?

Karen Sacriste

Karen Sacriste MERS/Middle East respiratory syndrome, it was in "production" for that long, however they could NOT find a DISEASE that it would work on... Both great articles from pre-pandemic on mers-


Top investor slams Moderna's vaccine...

[statnews.com](statnews.com)

Karen Sacriste

Karen Sacriste Sean-Milling I think this is a pretty telling... see what conclusion you come to with this...


Top investor slams Moderna's vaccine...

[statnews.com](statnews.com)

Melissa Tyrell

Melissa Tyrell Film vaccines? [https://www.facebook.com/melissa.tyrrell73/posts/10156128927543312](https://www.facebook.com/melissa.tyrrell73/posts/10156128927543312)

[https://youtu.be/5D0t1VxVw70](https://youtu.be/5D0t1VxVw70)

See translation

inkel johnson

We personally know about a dozen vaccinated people who are sick right now with COVID. 1.2

Shireen H4 replied: 385 replies

Cobham Gray

A very close relative of mine got the jab and 11 days later passed from ovid. Extremely healthy his whole life. 1.98

Shail Martin replied: 122 replies

Shaun Hirstad

That definitely backfire. I have known more people getting sick after the shot. House of 2 or 3 who died after the shot. A few who had pneumonia and the hospital refused actual treatment. Just put them on vents for them to die. Pretending there is no treatment.

Sarah Moring replied: 14 replies

Justin Buckley

Looking someone is mad. I absolutely feel for each of these folks. Just curious, when is the story coming about those who lost loved ones who were fully jabbed? 1.18

Sean Moring replied: 18 replies

Ann McKinnel replied: 1,081 replies

Gabriel Nichols

Anonymous Bob: Check this comment section! The tide is turning! We have the numbers for real. It's a beautiful story to my way but in the same token. So sad to see all that has been destroyed for good & forever. This is heartbreaking but so happy to see people speaking up and being bold. We still have hope! 1.18

Sean Moring replied: 18 replies

wendy lovet t... replied: 32 replies

Andrea Society

The question should be "Have you lost a loved one to the ventilator and/or remdesivir?" 1.18

Sean Moring replied: 18 replies

Amanda Kelly replied: 73 replies

jade crutched

I lost my mom to Covid pneumonia in May six weeks after she was fully vaccinated. 1.18

Sean Moring replied: 18 replies

bad Collins replied: 36 replies

Tommy Fawcett Branham

I lost my sister to the Moderna vaccine... 1.18

Sean Moring replied: 18 replies

helen armstrong replied: 47 replies

Debra Pasquella
If the comment section of this post doesn’t make some people up, I’m not sure what will. 

May God protect and heal you and your family.

I am so sorry to hear of these devastating losses due to the vaccine. 

Heather Dewson

My daughter has not stopped having her period since the VEC.

Brian Myers replied 58 replies

Myth Busters

My father died 2 month after the second dose of Pfizer.

2 likes Like Reply More

Clara Martin

Edith Mays-Davis

Here’s an idea

How about report more on the survivability from those that overcame it instead of focusing on fear mongering.

Shannon Dennew replied 56 replies

Megan Clare

My Papas last feeling (deep vein thrombosis) In his right foot after second dose. He is a widower and has now lost the ability to do the things that brought him joy. He thought he was “living the right thing.”

2 likes Like Reply More

Mhairé Ní Mhóir

The money from BigPharma is good, isn’t it?

Shananah Dowd... replied 54 replies

Meghan Lauder\der replied 53 replies

Kirsty DeJesse

Do we know anyone alive past the two year mark who has taken the s? That would be a good story. Are they alive and in what condition??

View previous replies

Mhairé Ní Mhóir

Alba Ricca I had the Pfizer in January and February 2021 and no problem. I have a craving for a cheeseburger today so it is not a cheeseburger day. Maybe it is related to being vaccinated, or just a coincidence.

2 likes Like Reply More

Alba Ricca

Jimbo Jones

I’m shared the post. You’ll have to read through the comments yourself to get the gist of it.

Tanya

Jewelle Ford I have a friend named Jennie and she spells it’s properly too!

1 like Like Reply More

Jewelle Ford

Tara lol.

I have a friend named Jennie and she spells it’s properly too!

Tara

Anna Sue Bi

Kirsty DeJesse I got it hasn’t been 2 years!

1 like Like Reply More

Anna Sue Bi

Tanya

Jewelle Ford oh that’s cute!!

1 like Like Reply More

Addison Monroe

Kirsty DeJesse hasn’t even been two years since the public knew about covid, much less a vaccine.

1 like Like Reply More

Addison Monroe

Kirsty DeJesse of

1 like Like Reply More

John Stones

Kirsty DeJesse seeing as I believe over 220 million people in the USA alone have been vaccinated its a good thing that only hundreds have issues. Not to mention if you haven’t noticed no one has died of flu or natural causes in the past 2 years that being said 10% of those who died after getting vaccinated actually died of natural causes. Not saying all but most. Unless this vaccine protects us from the flu too.

View previous replies

Kirsty DeJesse

John Stones

Patty Walsh Barrett they’ll never admit to it.

Jennifer W

Kirsty DeJesse great question.

21 hrs Like Reply More

Kirsty DeJesse

John Steinle you don’t really believe the flu disappeared though right even though it has disappeared from kids, doctor’s I mean who gets the flu anymore ever even a cold... everything is Covid. I just can’t believe people actually believe that. It’s sad.

21 hrs Like Reply More

John Steinle

No not at all I think everything is coded as covid no matter what

21 hrs Like Reply More

Marya Silver

Kirsty DeJesse but the s has only been out less than one year. Your scenario will happen next year.

20 hrs Like Reply More

Stephen Taylor

Patty Walsh Barrett - Hopping for mass deaths from vaccines says a lot about you as a person.

10 hrs Like Reply More

Michael Drew

Kirsty you have been watching too many science fiction movies lol

10 hrs Like Reply More

Kirsty DeJesse


Ian Woods

This video is under two minutes, PLEASE watch this one. This is worth sharing, people should be alarmed.
Gabriel Logan: Stock ways.

Brian Bentley: Kimberly Dodd, I appreciate you doing so. I thought you were advocating the vaccine by expressing that it's incredible using that method. My trênk you for the kind reply.

Sean Monkey: To take right now there is causal link to adverse effects affecting motor functioning or activity with respect to brain. It's important to investigate all reactions and see what's causing these and trace it back to the actual cause.

Mark Sower DC: Janek Robbins: that's happened to my dad.

Silvia Lee: Max Wilshere is a guy I buy from in Vermont told me about a 10-year-old 63" 230 pound man who is a friend of his, that could pick up the average man with 1 hand. He is now paralyzed from the neck down after receiving the COVID vaccine."

Colleen Nelson Obrey

Lisa Smith

https://u.cen/oshowcowin.org

Telegram: Contact@oshowcowin.org

Wayne McGaugh: Kimberly Dodd: does it sound like something someone would get from being vaccinated against COVID?

Wayne McGaugh: Sean Mondry, who said "there is a causal link to adverse effects affecting motor functioning or activity with respect to brain function?"

Sarah Witten: Janek Robbins: I'm sorry to hear this. Please suggest them to research the possibility of recovery by taking low dosage of aspirin every day.

Parky Pain: Janek Robbins: Mercedes Grandy।।

Michael Milton: Wayne McGaugh, so you follow science and you have had both vaccines but you will need a booster shortly maybe a few more surely the science is telling you the vaccine is useless if you need a booster come on aton.

Rashika Lalitavala: What evidence do you want, when they don't call it evidence? They do not do scientific work They do not monitor their health status. Did they do brain scans (CT), heart echo, blood tests to confirm the claim of the 187 no evidence for this experiment?

Harmot Alle: Tilly Clough had please From here down.

Stephan Taylor: Janek Robbins: That seems unlikely. What would be the biological pathway for that to occur?

Stephan Taylor: Amanda Jolly: That is a potential Covid symptom, not a vaccine injury.

Stephan Taylor: Sean Shown: That's the obvious conclusion would jump to on hearing an implausible tale on the internet, "Well, you probably work for "(Heatl"

Stephan Taylor: Jaqueleen Carpenter Hayes: Kristen Dodd: other possible causes for all the coincidental same experiences in the same timeline definitely has to be other reasoning cannot possibly be the vaccine

Larry Corell: I went completely blind 3 minutes after vaccine. Thank god for this new app that helps you type by touch.

Wayne McGaugh: Gabriel Logan: I do not think I am "blind." I agree that people are getting sick and having all these medical issues, which they did before the vaccines. Adverse events are not caused by the vaccines. People already have these issues and are having them after the vaccines. People are being vaccinated to date, in the USA, that would be 392 million doses and 184 million people fully
Vaccinated. Please add to those numbers.

Write a reply...

Steve Scott
My vaccinated dad passed away to covid 3 days ago.

View previous replies:
Charley Home
Steve Scott my condolences to you and your family.
on Tue Like Reply More

Laurie Atkins
Steve Scott so sorry.
on Tue Like Reply More

Colleen Nelson Coffey
I'm sorry for your loss.
on Tue Like Reply More

Media breach
Steve Scott sorry for your loss.
on Tue Like Reply More

Steve Scott
For everyone asking what his death certificate said well that's none of y'all's business. And to everyone else I appreciate the condolences and prayers.
on Tue Like Reply More

Allesandra
Steve Scott I'm so sorry.
on Tue Like Reply More

Steve Scott
Sorry to hear how old was he.
on Tue Like Reply More

Alicia Johansen
Steve Scott I'm so sorry I went thought it two months ago.
on Wed Like Reply More

Pietro Belchic
Steve Scott omg so sorry.
on Wed Like Reply More

Tyler Czandaf-Ziegel
Steve Scott lost a friend in a car crash, and she had her seat belt on... WHEN WILL THEY STOP LYING TO US ABOUT SEAT BELT!!
on Wed Like Reply More

Sara Monzingi
Sorry for you're loss.
on Wed Like Reply More

Barbara Powell Brownback
Caroll Bradshaw yes.
on Wed Like Reply More

Tatiana Krause
Tyler Czandaf-Ziegel could much? My aunt also died of covid with her Pfizer booster shot because they aren't working PROTECTS & NO LIABILITY.
on Wed Like Reply More

Sue Howes
Steve Scott My condolences. May your father Rest In Peace. God bless you.
on Wed Like Reply More

Lisa Cornish
Tyler Czandaf-Ziegel woman. This gentleman lost his father and you are making jokes?
on Wed Like Reply More

Wayne Sughth
Kim Kahnen Adams, don't enable by encouraging misinformation and conspiracy theories. His dad did not pass away as a result of being vaccinated for covid 19, no one has passed away as a result of being vaccinated for covid 19. These vaccines are safe and effective, and I challenge you to provide scientific evidence, or any other evidence, these testimonials are not evidence.
on Wed Like Reply More

Wayne Sughth
Steve Scott, why should any medical doctor lie? the answer is because they are not lying and all of these testimonials are from people who suffered from medical events (people suffered from medical events before the pandemic and vaccinations) and are completely unrelated to being vaccinated. If you have any scientific or medical evidence to support otherwise, please post it here.
on Wed Like Reply More

Wayne Sughth
Steve Scott, I respectfully disagree that it is not our business because you posted that your dad passed away as a result of being vaccinated for covid 19 and you opened the door for a reasonable question about what an altering or cornered stated was the immediate cause of his death and underlying associated causes of death. I still extend my sympathy for your loss, as I have lost both of my parents, but when you post on here something that is contradictory to what the CDC and NIH have stated it leaves investigation. You do not need to take offense as it was not meant to offend.
on Wed Like Reply More

Lisa Cornish
Wayne Sughth that's so not true!
on Wed Like Reply More

Tyler Czandaf-Ziegel
Lisa Cornish You're using WARD! Ins. They literally have a disclaimer that you people don't read.
on Wed Like Reply More

Lisa Smith
Antony Kantak, why don't you explain to us where you are getting your information from, and what that has to do with the issue that these postures seem to believe from medical issues (MD articles, studies, Bella Pally, blindness, etc., etc., etc.) are somehow related to having received a vaccination against covid?
on Wed Like Reply More

Brady Pickar
So sorry.
on Wed Like Reply More

Becka Hardwick
6 hrs Like Reply More

Andrea Marford
Lisa Cornish Cassie Elliott
21 hrs Like Reply More

Lisa Smith
Antony Kantak, why don't you explain to us where you are getting your information from, and what that has to do with the issue that these postures seem to believe from medical issues (MD articles, studies, Bella Pally, blindness, etc., etc., etc.) are somehow related to having received a vaccination against covid?
on Wed Like Reply More

Becka Hardwick
6 hrs Like Reply More

Foti Chrouvias
Did you lose a loved one after they were vaccinated? Do people want to know. Prefer the vaccines are safe or what people want. What is so hard about that?
on Wed Like Reply More

3 hrs Like Reply More

Jac Offire replied 16 hrs replies

Natalia Sneep
No, but you could talk to one of my friends whose teenage daughter developed myocarditis IMMEDIATELY after her shot.
on Wed Like Reply More

3 hrs Like Reply More

Natalia Sneep replied 11 replies

Greathen George
From reading the comments, looks like you need to change your story line

3 hrs
I've gone for an echocardiogram and have bloodwork later today to try and figure out my heart. I'm a very healthy professional athlete and registered nurse, 35 yr old.

Update... I'm being referred to a cardiologist to hopefully get answers. My diet/nutrition was negative... but was also taken approx 6-7weeks after the pain first started.

Scott O' Grady replied: 2 replies

I'm a Constitutional lawyer. Please search and learn your right to refuse. https://youtu.be/AAK7d66Mugik

Meriter Braham replied: 1 reply

When the Cup
So, when is the story on bad vaccine reactions gonna air? I'm assuming we shouldn't hold our breath?

This post went amazingly well for you and you STILL continued to post ONLY pro-vaccine messaging. Imagine if you guys as journalists wore a spine? That'd be refreshing for your viewers.

Gad Collins replied: 2 replies

I have a chronic condition due to the Pfizer vaccine. I have a case with the CDC. I will NOT be getting a booster shot. I rather take my chances with COVID.

Samuel Doval replied: 2 replies

It's only 4 weeks after the 2nd shot for me... I have chest pain all the time (which started the night after the vaccine). I'm terrified I'm going to stop dead of a heart attack (especially after reading the comments). I had Moderma XZ.

Lisa Coren replied: 2 replies

I know of no one vaccinated that has even been sick. I have lost friends, have young people in my kids know that are fighting for their lives right now. All unvaccinated!

Rita Greer replied: 2 replies

I have a 75 yr old hospitalized after her second dose, "pelvic congestion", blood clots in her pelvis region. Have to be on blood/thinner and heart medication now. And finally, bc she has anxiety attacks. She's probably infertile.

Barbara Hart replied: 2 replies

I don't know anyone who is doing any stories of the people that overcame Covid and have antibodies? Will you be doing any stories on the thousands that also have debilitating side effects from the vaccine? Curious if you will be balanced journalists and media or not but guessing NO!

Lisa Coren replied: 2 replies

My husband got Covid. It was like a bad flu, and he was nearly all better in a week. My kids and I didn't quarantine from him, we didn't get it. Maybe we got lucky, but we should be able to choose which risk we take and not be forced into a risky vaccine!

Ashley Lippy replied: 2 replies

I know of three people who have been hospitalized since April 1st. All 3 were fully vaccinated.

Samantha Brown replied: 2 replies

My 75 year old grandfather got the vaccine and ended up in the hospital for a month with heart complications.

Kayla Winkelhake replied: 2 replies

Can we also talk about the sumacness and natural immunity?

Kiraus Benedict-Campbell replied: 2 replies
My dad went into Congestive Heart Failure 8hrs after he received his 2nd vaccine.  

Silly Lynne replied: 4 mins ago  

Fifty Fitz

Jena Colbert-Norman came read comments: People are awake, mainstream media is the enemy of the people  

3 likes Reply More  

Marjorie Mest replied: 8 mins ago  

Share Mill

My dad was vaccinated, he caught covid about 6 weeks later, spent 2 weeks in the hospital and died.  

3 likes Reply More  

Sarah Proud

No matter what your perspective is, strengthen and take care of your health and your immune system, to be able to stay healthy. Not just one already stream of flu...  

https://tiktok.com/saraphygrid  

3 likes Reply More  

View previous replies:  

Jenn Hart
  Sarah Proud replied: 6 mins ago  

Sandra Santos
  Richard Carroll https://tiktok.com/brdf9669  

Sign the Petition  

https://change.org  

Michelle Henna
  Sarah Proud: You want the truth??  

Banned Video  

https://tiktok.com/brdf9669  

Michelle Henna
  Sarah Proud: You want the truth??  

Banned Video  

https://tiktok.com/brdf9669  

Michelle Henna
  Sarah Proud: You want the truth??  

Banned Video  

https://tiktok.com/brdf9669  

Leah Stangenberg
  Janet Harper we got that  

I like Reply More  

Bette Gristick
  ALL OUR LIVES RICH OR POOR. WEIGH IN A BALANCE: IF YOU CREATE A SENSE OF AWARENESS, BE TRUE TO YOURSELF, STAY CLOSE TO YOUR CREATOR WHOSE EVERY PERSPECTIVE MAKES YOU SENSE.  

Melissa Marzi
  Sarah Proud: hear heart  

I like Reply More  

Sara Johnson
  Sarah Proud: hear heart  

I like Reply More  

Bette Gristick
  Pay attention. It’s about mind control. If you do not take control of your mind, then someone else will. Everyone else always know what is good for you. If you don’t then they will not only tell you what they will force you. Advertising, Computers, Cell phones, Style, Mox manners Etc. We are slowly giving up our control for comfort.  

I like Reply More  

Bette Gristick
  If you do not do this then we will attach some strings to it. Or else. What do you call that? U cannot go here or there unless you do this.  

I like Reply More  

Kendall H:  

Sarah Proud: This article tells you exactly what you need.  

https://forbiddenknowledges.net/the-way-to-human-sacrifice-dr-zee-volcanes/  

Tom Meunier
  Sarah Proud: True  

I like Reply More  

Marvelous Maria

Get Vaccinated And Regretting It? Ways...  

covid19thenuity.org  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Diet Lawrence OH YEAH, FEAR KILLS IF YOU HAVE NO CONTROL OF YOUR OWN FUTURE. SCARCE WILL NEVER PUT THE KEYO TO YOUR LIFE IN SOMEONE ELSE’S POCKET. PEOPLE BELIEVE IN FEAR & CONTROL. THAT NOW, YOU CAN& DESTROY THE FUTURE. DON’T BE FOOLED! IGNORANCE IS THE KEY TO CONTROL! PEOPLE CREATE LAW TO CONTROL AND AS AN EXCUSE TO GET AWAY WITH WRONG THINGS. IT IS A WAY TO CONTROL A AND TO DESTROY PEOPLE. THEY SAY THEY LOVE YOU ONLY TO FURTHER THIS OWN AGENDA. ONE THING GOD IS SURE NO ONE CAN USE THEM INTO HEAVEN. TRUE JUSTICE COMES FROM GOD. TAKE CARE OF YOUR OWN MIND, YOUR SPIRIT AND YOUR SOUL. THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT WILL COME, AND WE HAVE TO GIVE AN ACCOUNT FOR YOURSELF. Remeber the mind is a terrible thing to waste, but it can be controlled. Read continue to me in a sense of awareness. Be true to yourself. Stay close to your creator whom ever you perceive Him to be. READ THE BIBLE ON DESIDERATA ITS GOOD.  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Diet Lawrence  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Diet Lawrence  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Colossus Gold Deux: We must take responsibility for our own selves. We cannot give up the keys to our lives to someone else. They will kill and control what we want with it. Pay attention. Too much is at stake. Do not. Place the keys to your happiness in someone else’s pocket.  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Diet Lawrence: We carry the keys to learning right in our hands yet we don’t use God has given us choices in life. We have the ability to go and to think. We have 5 senses. Are we 5?  

I like Reply More  

Cheaky Dowery
  Marvelous Maria do you have part two at all please?  

I like Reply More  

Patricia on Purpose Queenie is an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory in some foods. You can get capsules of health food stores  

I like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Mess Jo What is Science? 7 Always look up the key word. People think they know how to intrigue and impress others to get what they want. Knowing and understanding key words is important! We cannot leave the key to part success for other people to control.  

I like Reply More  

Angie Hatchett
  Marvelous Maria wasn’t open?  

unMon Like Reply More  

Angie Hatchett
  Kendall Walter wasn’t open?  

unMon Like Reply More  

Kendall H:  

Angie Hatchett imagine that. guess that one was removed.  

unMon Like Reply More  

EarthE Conrck
  Matthew David DE O DO THE RESEARCH OR YOU ARE EXCEEDING WHAT I HEARD.  

I like Reply More  

Lisa Camellia
  Sarah Proud: absolutely!!! No one is talking about vitamins and natural immunity boosters why is that?  

I like Reply More  

Lisa Camellia
  Sarah Proud: absolutely!!! No one is talking about vitamins and natural immunity boosters why is why?  

I like Reply More  

COMMON SENSE. WE CAN USE IT TO loose ALL OF IT NO ONE TELLS US WHAT TO EAT WEAR. INFECT. WE LISTEN TO SUGGESTIONS AND IS ABLE TO CHOOSE WHEN WE AWAKE. EAT. GO OR COME. CAN CHOOSE TO EAT HEALTHY OR NOT. THANK GOD FOR THOSE CHOICES. DO NOT NEGLECT RESPONSIBILITY. TOWARDS ONE SELF YOU CANNOT GIVE FROM AN EMPTY CUP. REMEMBER TO FILL UP REFRESH. REMEMBER IN A SENSE OF AWARENESS ABOUT ONE SELF LEARN FOR YOUR OWN ORICATION. SHARE. SERVE. FBD AND FOCUS ON YOUR PURPOSE BE TRUE TO YOU. SO YOU CAN BE TRUE TO OTHERS. WE HAVE NO CONTROL OVER WHAT OTHERS DO WE CAN TRUELY GIVE AN ACCOUNT FOR OURSELVES. TAKE CARE OF SELF BE TRUE TO SELF EVERYTHING WILL FOLLOW.
This backfired. Seems like everyone is commenting on vaccinated deaths from covid and vaccines.

View previous replies

Kast iSleing
Emma Do, man, that’s such a good insult!! At least I had one
2 votes Like Reply Move

Boz Sear
Kast Italey: I’m not a nark, you must be a Biden supporter. How did that work out for you? What a bloody disaster, the whole world is mocking him. Anyway where is Biden since your country is a total mess (Basemnt)?
2 votes Like Reply Move

Kast iSleing
Boz Sear awesome, salty much? Postaci he lost. Get over it. I don’t support either, nice try though.
2 votes Like Reply Move

Boz Sear
Kast Italey: you must be an indoctrinated communist. Good luck with that.
2 votes Like Reply Move

Kast iSleing
Boz Sear your responses are so predictive. What a bloobish life you must live. Did you look up those words all by yourself? Good job!
2 votes Like Reply Move

Boz Sear
Kast Italey: and still you know nothing. 3rd jab is coming soon, roll-up those sleeves.
2 votes Like Reply Move

Kast iSleing
Boz Sear
Boz Sear got to love the super healthy looking people giving you health advice
2 votes Like Reply Move

Kast iSleing
Arika Bud: (censored) insulting people on looks! you really showed me! How exciting your life must be. Also, reading comprehension isn’t a strength of yours, so it?? nowhere did i give health advice. Try reading keyboard warmer

The sad part about this is anything under 14 days after getting the needle is counted as an unvaccinated death. That’s one of the things they don’t tell you unless you dig into the candlebox.

Victoria Raqael
Erik Bell: there is no story written about him. A friend just reached out to me personally to let me know what happened. I’m not sure if he wants me sharing his husband info with the world. I could ask.
If you go to VAXXER you can see many of the reported deaths and side effects. We’re told they don’t really matter because most people aren’t ok.

Ace Marie Walters
Phoebe Johnson: yes, good point.

Eila Harker
Victoria Raqael: I’m sorry. Is there a go-fund me we can contribute to?

Victoria Raqael
Thank you for your thoughts. It’s been about 6 months now.

Barry Schindler
Victoria Raqael: I fainted right after my first dose. I’ve got witnesses.

Lisa Daniels
Barry Schindler: please let’s joke about people passing away! Go for it keyboard cowboy!

Tina Bradford
Barry Schindler: what is wrong with you? Seriously.

Write a reply...

Jordan Shepherd-Hudgens
I know someone who died of an abdominal aneuysm 6 days after his second shot.

Boz Sear

Victoria Raqael
My friend’s husband died the day after his first dose.

Patricia Forsman
Jessica Page
1 vote Like Reply Move

Leila Franslee Dinkle
Hardly, how did?

Victoria Raqael
About 26.

Nina Smeral
Sylva Stodel

Victoria Raqael
Which vaccine?

Victoria Raqael
Pfizer

Erik Bell
What is your friend’s name? Can you link to her personal story?

Phoebe Johnson

The sad part about this is anything under 14 days after getting the needle is counted as an unvaccinated death. That’s one of the things they don’t tell you unless you dig into the candlebox.

Victoria Raqael
Erik Bell: there is no story written about him. A friend just reached out to me personally to let me know what happened. I’m not sure if he wants me sharing his husband info with the world. I could ask.
If you go to VAXXER you can see many of the reported deaths and side effects. We’re told they don’t really matter because most people aren’t ok.

Ace Marie Walters
Phoebe Johnson: yes, good point.

Eila Harker
Victoria Raqael: I’m sorry. Is there a go-fund me we can contribute to?

Victoria Raqael
Thank you for your thoughts. It’s been about 6 months now.

Barry Schindler
Victoria Raqael: I fainted right after my first dose. I’ve got witnesses.

Lisa Daniels
Barry Schindler: please let’s joke about people passing away! Go for it keyboard cowboy!

Tina Bradford
Barry Schindler: what is wrong with you? Seriously.

Write a reply...

Jordan Shepherd-Hudgens
I know someone who died of an abdominal aneuysm 6 days after his second shot.

Boz Sear

Victoria Raqael
My friend’s husband died the day after his first dose.

Patricia Forsman
Jessica Page
1 vote Like Reply Move

Leila Franslee Dinkle
Hardly, how did?

Victoria Raqael
About 26.

Nina Smeral
Sylva Stodel

Victoria Raqael
Which vaccine?

Victoria Raqael
Pfizer

Erik Bell
What is your friend’s name? Can you link to her personal story?

Phoebe Johnson

The sad part about this is anything under 14 days after getting the needle is counted as an unvaccinated death. That’s one of the things they don’t tell you unless you dig into the candlebox.

Victoria Raqael
Erik Bell: there is no story written about him. A friend just reached out to me personally to let me know what happened. I’m not sure if he wants me sharing his husband info with the world. I could ask.
If you go to VAXXER you can see many of the reported deaths and side effects. We’re told they don’t really matter because most people aren’t ok.

Ace Marie Walters
Phoebe Johnson: yes, good point.

Eila Harker
Victoria Raqael: I’m sorry. Is there a go-fund me we can contribute to?

Victoria Raqael
Thank you for your thoughts. It’s been about 6 months now.

Barry Schindler
Victoria Raqael: I fainted right after my first dose. I’ve got witnesses.

Lisa Daniels
Barry Schindler: please let’s joke about people passing away! Go for it keyboard cowboy!

Tina Bradford
Barry Schindler: what is wrong with you? Seriously.

Write a reply...

Jordan Shepherd-Hudgens
I know someone who died of an abdominal aneuysm 6 days after his second shot.

Boz Sear
We lost a grandparent to the vaccine. It was 6 month slow painful death.

Rebecca Parish replied: 10 replies

Laura Mendo
Thanks for this post WXYZ-TV Channel. It has been a very eye opening

Maria Addison replied: 3 replies

Miranda Lynn Vine
You are what’s wrong with this country

Jonathan Fitzg. replied: 4 replies

Amber Weber
No, but I lost my 75 year young grandma the same day that she got her second shot.

Jonathan Fitzg. replied: 8 replies

Lynda Brady Koch
The hospital in my hometown lump partially vaccinated into unvaccinated thus raising the percentages. Disgusting.

View previous replies:

Niki Wright
Lynda Brady Koch being happening everywhere. Before the vac, my friends, family was offered money to change cause of death on certificate from heartattack to covid.

Melissa Richard
Lyunn you know they aren’t the only hospital doing that. It helps the narrative. It’s sick!

Lyunn Brady Koch if someone gets covid less than 14 days after 2nd jab, they are considered unvaccinated.

Krisie Tay
Lyunn Brady Koch raising percentages of what? (vaccuum) Our hospital here keeps stats on partially and fully vaccinated. But would be good for them to separate out the “fully vaced” % & J also by numbers. Are you saying that is bad that the hospital is sharing fake numbers of who has received a vac? As in, more people are vaccinated than they say? Which yes – for sure is perplexing and misleading.
Mick Carigian: This needs to be reported to the VAERS and make sure you do a backup for your records if it was done.

Karen Elizabeth: No, but I lost loved one to the shot.


In memory of loved one

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.

Karen Elizabeth: This case should be reported, side effects of any vaccines given to the VAERS. If you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, please report any side effects.
morn on cramping (41 years ago) I coursework try to nuns or once, then I got it again and
the syndrome was there. I only lasted a week. My kids never got sick when I got sick. For that
reason, my kids will not be getting the vaccine. Some of my sisters are vaccinated, some are not
including me.

on Tue Like Reply More

Stephen Taylor
Shirley Laughier Hill: Those people are lying scumbags who are almost certainly profiting directly
from full-bleed people.

12 hrs Like Reply More

Shirley Laughier Hill: Stephen Taylor told, we were most kind to my husband and when we got Covid Dr. Stella
Immanuel called me personally and, after a conversation about our medications, etc., called in 5
prescriptions that could possibly have saved our lives. She could not have been more caring or kind.
We were over Covid in 2 days. Please don’t speak so unkindly about doctors who are only trying
to save lives. Much have been threatened with the loss of their license for doing so.

11 hrs Like Reply More
Write a reply...
Wayne Slaglitch: while I think there are some negatives to vaccines, they are a great benefit. I have had many negative experiences with other treatments and medications.

Jenjel Bicht: We are the majority. We are the ones who are being harmed by these ‘vaccines’. The truth is that they are experimental, and we should be able to choose whether or not to receive them.

Leah Re: The closer we get to a world where the majority of people are vaccinated, the closer we get to a world where we have herd immunity and can prevent the spread of disease.

Jenjel Bicht: If you think vaccines are the only path to protection, you have not been captured by narrative warfare & you’re being played.

Leah Re: We need to work together to ensure that everyone has access to vaccines and that we are using evidence-based approaches to combat misinformation.

Jenjel Bicht: ‘Narrative warfare’ is nothing but whitehouse propaganda. Take this pandemic seriously because it is deadly, and you are not a medical professional or scientist. Get vaccinated now or you will beselling real-estate in Texas much longer.

Leah Re: We need to educate people about the importance of vaccines and the potential risks of not getting vaccinated.

Jenjel Bicht: You are irresponsible. Even your governor got vaccinated. Why do you suppose he did that???

Leah Re: It’s important to get vaccinated to protect yourself and others around you. It’s not just about personal health; it’s also about public health.

Jenjel Bicht: Why are you proud of people spreading misinformation and conspiracy theories?

Leah Re: It’s not just about personal health; it’s also about public health.

Wayne Slaglitch: I don’t sell real estate in Texas. I guess I see the level of epidemic negativity. Your inability to comprehend immunity has no bearing on my decision making. I listen to people around me and make an informed decision. If I don’t get vaccinated, I’m not a threat to anyone.

Jenjel Bicht: It’s not just about personal health; it’s also about public health.

Leah Re: It’s important to get vaccinated to protect yourself and others around you. It’s not just about personal health; it’s also about public health.

Jenjel Bicht: You need to use smaller words for them that? That’s why they are argumentative kinda cause they can’t comprehend why we do what we do!

Wayne Slaglitch: I can’t believe people are still spreading these conspiracy theories. This pandemic is real, and we need to take it seriously.

Leah Re: It’s important to get vaccinated to protect yourself and others around you. It’s not just about personal health; it’s also about public health.
Sherry Bear

I thought it was the only one that had the throat closing sensation, I went to my doctor which then referred to an allergist, she said it’s not severe and I can still talk breathe/swallow and said I should go ahead with the 2nd dose. I’m so conflicted.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Anna Jackson

Sherry Bear: I’m definitely not getting the second dose it’s just not worth it in my opinion

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Nguyen Ngoc Dung

Pyl in Vietnam this year

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Anna Jackson

Sherry Bear: please proceed with caution. There was a woman who posted about having a severe allergic reaction and she ended up in the ER. Had she gone to bed when she planned, she would probably be dead. Research this post and other posts/groups about reactions. Don’t risk if you had the virus in the past?

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Lisa Main

Tama Clandestine is a 4 year old healthy child for his heart to become double the size in 3 days after his flu shot. This is why I’m questioning the risks and benefits of this happening just to save your resources.

What’s your degree Tama? You giving out medical advice & claims about vaccines? What are your qualifications?

Scott Mueller what are your qualifications to be diagnosing ppl with “Acne”.

The name of those ppl acting like they are privileged to be diagnosing & making medical claims: Disgusting. Neither if you are qualified, you are both merely a modern day version of the Knox & Gentleman trying to demons & stogared anyone personal experience because it upsets your daily government who has manipulated you can make these claims at all.

And to top it off the is a thread where people are sharing their side effects, dilabulating problems since taking this thing & even sharing about family who died from it.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Moe Uh

Anna Jackson: I developed pneumonia shortly after the last time I got a flu shot, that’s exactly how my patches started before spreading all over my body. I was also in and out the hospital for 3 months sick as a dog and they couldn’t figure out what was wrong only why people find it so hard to believe that everyone responds differently to vaccines.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Amir Weinsh

Man, over 230 comments and I scrolled till I got tired, didn’t see but one that was pushing your desired narrative.

Amir Weinsh

I think it’s important to remember that the flu vaccine is not 100% effective. It’s not just about preventing the flu, but also preventing severe complications and hospitalizations.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Jan Soad

Amir Weinsh: all the Canon and “mash freekums” people are tagging each other.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Ray Kay

Amir Weinsh: it’s at 100 comments now

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Kelly McCall

Jan Gould exactly and hypothetically even if 15k deal allegedly out if millions vaccinated, that percentage is minute, people who are vaccinated can say/each other on a post like this too. I guess they feel accomplished

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Karl Bezd

Jan Gould: I didn’t see anyone tagging anyone else. Just sayin’

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Anna Jackson

Scott Mueller: new flare up is that severe acne, but it’s not for my face it’s under my arms and on my chest. I just tried the scrub and moisturizer for my face but it’s not helping. I’m not sure if I should continue using it or switch to something else. Any recommendations?

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Scott Mueller

Anna Jackson: Scott Mueller: It sounds like you could benefit from seeing a dermatologist. They can help determine the best course of treatment for your specific skin condition.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Nikki Carlin-Greve

Did you take a flu shot? My daughter broke out with rashes after a flu shot.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Nikki Carlin-Greve

Tamsa Clandestine: Yes, they are all bad and should be avoided if you can avoid your health.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Nikki Carlin-Greve

Tamsa Clandestine: Lady, you would not be talking like this if you were the one suffering severe effects from these injections! What’s wrong with you? Must you aither too, so you can empathize?

https://mononcildog.com/category/vaccine-adverse-effects/

Vaccine adverse effects Archive - The...)

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

David Koober

Anna Jackson: report to VAERS?

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

David Koober

Tamsa Clandestine: It shows that your body is in an inflammatory state and this is NOT good!

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

David Koober

Tamsa Clandestine: Yes, they are all bad and should be avoided if you can avoid your health.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

David Koober

Tamsa Clandestine: Lady, you would not be talking like this if you were the one suffering severe effects from these injections! What’s wrong with you? Must you aither too, so you can empathize?

https://mononcildog.com/category/vaccine-adverse-effects/

Vaccine adverse effects Archive - The...)

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

David Koober

Nikki Carlin-Greve: Did you take a flu shot? My daughter broke out with rashes after a flu shot.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Nikki Carlin-Greve

David Koober: I took one in February. I had Covid in August. My rash started 2 weeks after our Covid quarantine ended.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Tamsa Clandestine: David Koober: not can empathize I have had a severe reaction to treat a condition I’ve had but I did it. It was the only way to treat my condition I was vomiting and gasfing for an entire week couldn’t move in my bed, if I had to do it again to get out of the condition again, I would despite the symptoms. Same with the vaccine. I get the flu shot every year because I have asthma, so getting the covid vaccine made sense. I can empathise but I care more about the outcome than the side, effects.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More

Tamsa Clandestine: Scott Mueller: doesn’t make sense if he didn’t have a severe reaction to treat a condition I’ve had but I did it. It was the only way to treat my condition I was vomiting and gasfing for an entire week couldn’t move in my bed, if I had to do it again to get out of the condition again, I would despite the symptoms. Same with the vaccine. I get the flu shot every year because I have asthma, so getting the covid vaccine made sense. I can empathise but I care more about the outcome than the side, effects.

last Fri 9:17
Like Reply More
Martha Turman: What is your sister’s medical diagnosis?
Sarah Williams: Martha Turman: how is your sister?
Karla Cunningham: Kim Taylor Fralic: Looks like there are some vaccinated stories to tell as well. WXZT-TV Channel 7, I double dog dare you to do a segment on them!
Sarah Field: There’s too much for just one segment. It needs to be a six-ep series.
Megan Chance Hodges: They’ll lose all funding being that pharma is the biggest fund to media sources.
Kim Taylor Fralic: Kim Taylor Fralic: You’re so right.
Ashley Daniels: Kim Taylor Fralic: they are cowardly puppets. Only report on what they are told. No truth whatsoever.
Fat Donkey: Kim Taylor Fralic: can someone have a Christian station that is privately owned do some reporting.

Megan Chance Hodges: Is that the same pharma that makes vaccines for polio, smallpox, and the others?
Kim Taylor Fralic: WXZT-TV Channel 7 won’t report on these stories, they are part of the problem.
Ashley Daniels: What is the truth? Where do you go for it?

Derrick Pauzon: My dad permanently lost sight in his Lath eye after being fully vaccinated.... You aren’t looking for these kind of stories?

Lauren Catherine Trigg: Derrick Pauzon: my Dad also lost his sight....
Lauren Catherine Trigg: Derrick Pauzon: Asthma? .....
Lauren Catherine Trigg: Tracey Lamb: multiple lost vision comments on this thread. Show Dad.
Derrick Pauzon: Lauren Catherine Trigg: his was Pfizer.
Derrick Pauzon: Lauren Catherine Trigg:: Vision loss from vaccines?
Derrick Pauzon: Lauren Catherine Trigg: he was Pfizer.
The man is less than 55, no diabetes, average weight, limited alcohol/ smoking for the past two years.
Lauren Catherine Trigg: Derrick Pauzon: I don’t smoke or drink as and sees no relation to getting his second jab on a Saturday and waking up blind on a Monday. I said with.
Brian Brosnan-Hemmen:...

My great aunt (very pro-vax) lost sight in her eye out of nowhere after getting the vaccine, too. Never had an issue with eyesight before in her life.

Derrick Pauzon: Lauren Catherine Trigg: sorry to hear that. I hurts to see them in such heavy denial.
Maury Reddinger: Brian Brosnan-Hemmen: what is her thought now
Keith Je: Derrick Pauzon: me too but my right eye (Modern)....
Brian Brosnan-Hemmen: Maury Reddinger: unfortunately, hard to believe as it is, she is in denial... even though a new health issue (including the common blood clots) seems to occur weekly.

Louis Isqvist: Derrick Pauzon: the case happened to my dad, but he didn’t want to hear any conspiracy theories. The doctors told him he had a tumor for a month... and then revealed he had a stroke.

Pat Taylor: Brian Taylor:...
Robert Fuller: Banned sedo the gene therapy shots polarize the red blood cells causing blood clots
Kelly Chandy: Etina: Jo how soon did that happen after your second shot?
Kristen White: Crystal Lynn Clark: Alejandro King-Kong:....

Kristen White: Mary Simpson: Alaka King: Kristen White YES
April Grantham: Derrick Pauzon: no, they aren’t looking for the truth....
Amu Mux: Derrick Pauzon: So did my mom’s friend. Blind in one eye. What country are you in?
Taaninging Mpho: well the way it is in [get it, asos] is that judgment for being so dumb. sorry for the blunt, cold hard truth. No plane, though, is this some horrible paradigm, why do so many people just ignorantly take this? IT’S THEIR OWN FAULT.

Kristen White: Derrick Pauzon report to VAO??
Linda Lye: Like Reply More
Wayne Nagash: Derrick Pauzon: Did his ophthalmologist say it was due to being vaccinated or something else?
Linda Lye: Like Reply More
Wayne Nagash: April Grantham: Why would they not be looking for the truth? What is their motivation?
Lisa Marie: Wayne’s motivation is to decrease the population, that way their future generations don’t have to go without renewable resources because they think we are using them all up. They think we are the evil. They also want to figure out how they can cheat death. You don’t really think they complain about “man-made climate change” only to make everyone live forever, do you? It’s only for them & we are just the experiment as they can see what works. This whole thing is nothing more than a biological medical experiment so they can figure out how THEY can live longer. They know most gaps bodies won’t tolerate it, & the few who do tolerate it will succumb more than anyone who died from it if they are the expendable lab rats. https://www.google.com/wwp/ www.rmi.com/temp/articles/looking-forward-to-the-end-of-humanity-1192625861

Looking Forward to the End of Humanity

wayne naganish
Katrina Mcclellan
Kristina Murray on my gosh... I just cannot even fathom the heartache they are facing
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Callie Harris
Kristina Murray so awful. A newborn at a hospital close to me got covid and made a full recovery if that same baby had gotten whooping cough it would have been a different story
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Mireya Sanchez
Jason said so many of us areowski but no matter what we do the government don't care about us... this is scary... we are being forced to get vaccinated!
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
April Nichols others pregnant women have lost their babies when they got the shots. Ur sister was lucky that she didn't lost her baby
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
Bridget Marie plush by the child is 18 years old child would have 40 Vaccines injected to Thems
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
Mireya Sanchez it's because we not fighting back like other countries are. Australia fighting back the mandates. Britain has. Thousands and thousands of people fighting back and protesting out in the streets. We need to do that.
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Mireya Sanchez
we really did! But I'm scared that the same government will do something to us as we are out there protesting. My husband was notified at work that he has to get vaccinated by next month or he will lose his job and we can't afford that. He is breaking out
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
Mireya Sanchez religious exemption
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Mireya Sanchez
Julia Read she's a union worker and they said they have to get it
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
Mireya Sanchez doesn't matter religious exemption. They could get in serious trouble if they try to force him with religious exemption
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Julia Reed
April Nichols did they do a D-Dimer blood test?
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Mireya Sanchez
Francisco Furnello
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Devin Wurth-marin
April Nichols did they do a D-Dimer blood test?
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Jordan Bash
April Nichols just because your sister and her baby is fine (which is fab by the way) the point is that that may not be the outcome for everyone. I'm 4 months pregnant and they're not coming anywhere near me or my unborn child with that jab. Good luck to the people that choose to have it
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

David Jackson Hernandez
Kristina Murray praying for God to heal this innocent baby
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Beth Taylor
Leah Pulley
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Niki Wagner
Kristina Murray Beth haunting may not be enough if ya know what I mean.
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Lindsey Hansen
Callie Harris not necessarily true. Whooping cough is not a death sentence for newborns. Sad, yes. Certain death, no
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Alisa Nicholas
Hospital is to blame. They are there to heal, not hurt. She should sue.
2 mins ago | Like Reply More

Write a reply...
Kathleen Hill
We lost my very strong and hard working mother-in-law after the first shot. It literally attacked her heart.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Fiona Hawk
Kathleen Hill Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Kat L Moore
Kathleen Hill I'm so so sorry..
3 hrs Like Reply More

Kirk Faster
Kathleen Hill This needs to be reported to the VAERS and make sure you do a backup for your records that it was done.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Kelly Linn
Kathleen Hill So sorry for your family
1 hr Like Reply More

Meredith Collins
Kathleen Hill report to VAERS!
1 hr Like Reply More

Write a reply... Reply

Saraia Blanchard
I'm in Houston. Reading these comments give me hope! United we stand! Besides all the KILLING people, causing kidney failure & ultimate pneumonia. Search Dr. Bryon Arbo.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Todd Merry West
Saraia Patte Blanchard, I love reading all the truth bombers
3 hrs Like Reply More

Darianne Bresnich
Saraia Patte Blanchard I'm in Houston, too, and same. There aren't a lot of people here with the courage to point out that the Emperor isn't wearing clothes
3 hrs Like Reply More

Tiffany Barnes
Saraia Patte Blanchard I'm near Houston, we are the majority
3 hrs Like Reply More

Ashley Nicole Geim
Almost killed my Elf
2 hrs Like Reply More

Michele Baskin
Saraia Patte Blanchard Yes. I believe you are right about that!
2 hrs Like Reply More

Versa Mone
Filla Jung with liquid too.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Bajley Banks
Saraia Patte Blanchard Jody Lynn.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Lindsey Funtallik
Saraia Patte Blanchard I am in NYC and feel exactly the same. These comments make me realize that I'm not alone here.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Carolee Lackie Bledsoe
Saraia Patte Blanchard yes My entire household is on his vitamin recommendations!! My 13 year old tested positive Wednesday with mild cold-like symptoms and tested negative by Saturday. We have all remained negative and unvaccinated!! Love Dr. Arbo!!
2 hrs Like Reply More

Mahala Sav-Monet
Saraia Patte Blanchard yes thank for bringing that up! I've been sitting back waiting for someone to bring up how they treat covid patients. CDC shows to use remdesivir (which they changed the name for) and they KNEW that this drug shuts down your organs days within treatment but they don't care nobodys talking about it because they probably don't know! They are trusting the data but the drug ispushing their OWN research!!
2 hrs Like Reply More

Ava Johnson
They won't talk about all the extremely effective treatments being denied to patients in the hospital either
2 hrs Like Reply More

Carmela Gallegos Guzmanella
Write a reply... Reply

How Shepheard ElGrow
The only one I've known who have died were vaccinated
2 hrs Like Reply More

Ava Moore
This pandemic ends when you turn off the news
3 hrs Like Reply More

Cancer Exonciser
Ava Moore Give it a rest
3 hrs Like Reply More

Michelle Stuart
Cancer Exonciser It's the fact that
3 hrs Like Reply More

Stacy Kelly Tracy Malu
Ava Moore SO TRUE!!
3 hrs Like Reply More

Heincs Ruff
Actually that particular action would have helped in the past. This is about freedom. And the longer it is ignored the worse it gets
3 hrs Like Reply More

Michael Evans
Ava Moore
2 hrs Like Reply More

Wayne Dlaghi
Ava Moore it will end here when the 70 million americans who are not vaccinated get vaccinated. 162 million americans have been vaccinated.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Wayne Dlaghi
Heincs Ruff is about public health, not personal freedom. The longer politics is involved the longer this pandemic will go on.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Heincs Ruff
Wayne Dlaghi it has already been proven in a court of law, it isn't about health its political.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Auss Singh
Wayne Dlaghi why can you still get covid!! what are you saying? they'll just push a second
1 hrs Like Reply More

Christine Hozen
My husband had, it's perfectly fine, his aunt and uncle had it (they're in their 70s) they are perfectly fine, my brother had it has perfectly fine. There's quite a few other people. They all say the flu was worse. Then there is one vaccinated family member that had it and passed.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Melissa Murven
My good friends grandpa just passed away due to receiving his booster vaccine
2 hrs Like Reply More

Fiona Hawk
Melissa Murven Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Teresa Mozie Carlson
Melissa Murven Chelsey Elas another booster death
2 hrs Like Reply More

Chelsey Elas
Teresa Mozie Carlson I read that
2 hrs Like Reply More

Mike Metz克莱
Melissa Murven so incredibly sad. Wonder if they count him as unvaccinated since he's required to take three shots now.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Samantha E催
I'm so sorry. I know of a few who died from the first two shots. So sad.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Sarah Pr Finite
Melissa Murven my dad signed up for his booster I'm terrified
2 hrs Like Reply More

and then more anons and retn answser
1 hrs Like Reply More

Beauti responds
Ava Moore I agree. It's all owned by the same people keeping the fear alive! Stop off the fake news people.
5 hrs Like Reply More

Write a reply...
Reply

Christian Hozen
My husband had it, it’s perfectly fine, his aunt and uncle had it (they’re in their 70s), they are perfectly fine, my brother had it (he’s perfectly fine). There’s quite a few other people. They all say the flu was worse. Then there is a vaccinated family member that had it and passed.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Melissa Murven
My good friends grandpa just passed away due to receiving his booster vaccine
2 hrs Like Reply More

Fiona Hawk
Melissa Murven Write this on the channel’s FB page. Let’s flood them.
3 hrs Like Reply More

Teresa Mozie Carlson
Melissa Murven Chelsey Elas another booster death
2 hrs Like Reply More

Chelsey Elas
Teresa Mozie Carlson I read that
2 hrs Like Reply More

Mike Metz克莱
Melissa Murven so incredibly sad. Wonder if they count him as unvaccinated since he’s required to take three shots now.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Samantha E催
I’m so sorry. I know of a few who died from the first two shots. So sad.
2 hrs Like Reply More

Sarah Pr Finite
Melissa Murven my dad signed up for his booster. I’m terrified
2 hrs Like Reply More
Andrew Bee
Sarah tag him in this... that booster is meant to...
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Sarah Paulson
Andrew Bee he doesn't have Facebook. And he would never care to listen anyway. I'm the only one in my family unvaccinated. It's going to be hell.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Andrew Bee
Sarah just saw your page. BMJ is a demonic agenda. don't support that frenzy. don't support any movement on to the unvaccinated. just stick to God
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Sarah Paulson
Andrew Bee my BMJ movement was in solidarity with my African American husband. I don't follow BMJ but he lives matters to me. I am aware.
I only answer to Yahweh. thank you.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Kate Schenck
Melissa Memar: My dad and stepmom are talking about getting the booster. I'm pretty scared for them. Praying they don't.
1 hr. Like Reply More

Saman Campbell Jenas
Melissa Memar: Just FYI it is possible for ANYONE to report to VARIS. It does NOT have to be a doctor. So if anyone feels they have something to report you can do it online or paper form.
1 hr. Like Reply More

Wayne Skaggs
Melissa Memar: You mean your good friends grandpa had a booster vaccine and then passed away, but not because of the booster vaccine. People die every day without vaccines.
1 hr. Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Veronica Kastke
My father is very fully vaccinated and was just diagnosed yesterday with Covid. So tell me how are these vaccines working?
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Melissa Kratzke
Melissa Kratzke: If people have any questions about the flu vaccine, I’ll do my best to answer. I’m happy to help answer any questions.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Melissa Kratzke
Melissa Kratzke: If everyone has it then it neutralizes the virus so it doesn’t cause disease and patients like it did with Delta and now a couple others. If everyone is vaccinated and all symptoms are minor then the vaccine is effective because the chance of severe illness is small. When people don’t vaccinate and don’t protect themselves then it’s more mistakes and we go back into restrictive measures.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Melissa Kratzke
Melissa Kratzke: Everyone talks about the flu vaccine. It doesn’t make you immune. Just saying. Hopefully his symptoms are less severe than they would’ve been otherwise.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Melissa Kratzke
Melissa Kratzke: Everyone talks about the flu vaccine. It doesn’t make you immune. Just saying. Hopefully his symptoms are less severe than they would’ve been otherwise.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Rebecca Andrews
Rebecca Andrews: In this situation you can still die from Covid with the virus as well as have long term complications from it. You need to have the comments?
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Rebecca Andrews
Rebecca Andrews: I think you can still die from Covid with the virus as well as have long term complications from it. You need to have the comments?
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Rebecca Andrews
Rebecca Andrews: In this situation you can still die from Covid with the virus as well as have long term complications from it. You need to have the comments?
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Rebecca Andrews
Rebecca Andrews: Everyone has it then it neutralizes the virus so it doesn’t cause disease and patients like it did with Delta and now a couple others. If everyone is vaccinated and all symptoms are minor then the vaccine is effective because the chance of severe illness is small. When people don’t vaccinate and don’t protect themselves then it’s more mistakes and we go back into restrictive measures.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Rebecca Andrews
Rebecca Andrews: Everyone has it then it neutralizes the virus so it doesn’t cause disease and patients like it did with Delta and now a couple others. If everyone is vaccinated and all symptoms are minor then the vaccine is effective because the chance of severe illness is small. When people don’t vaccinate and don’t protect themselves then it’s more mistakes and we go back into restrictive measures.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Holly Pickens
Holly Pickens: It does not seem accurate. There are over 90% already of the flu virus but it is always evolving. Fever meds along with painkillers are being always being advanced by doctors so eventually we develop adaptation to them rendering them ineffective. The virus evolves and having everyone vaccinated will not solve anything unfortunately.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Lucy Dwyer
Holly Pickens: Not everyone vaccinated for the flu. Only those with health conditions. So the flu has always had free reign to mutate and affect as it sees fit. The delta variant is the result of too many unvaccinated pushing it on, and going in to mutate. It is a living virus that constantly tries to overcome its obstacles. Younger people are being hospitalized, mostly unvaccinated but some vaccinated. This is the demographic that would never have been hit bad with the original strain. The whole point of vaccinating everyone is to stop it from evolving into something that nothing will stop. I wish people would understand that the virus reacts to everyone differently. The more people get vaccinated, the less the virus can attack the body and the less it’s going to mutate.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Tara Bailey
Tara Bailey: Not guaranteed to make you immune to infection. Help you fight off infections. They're no a shortcut. Helps dealing with your body, doesn't always prevent and any and all potential injury. It's not magic flu.
1 hr. Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Brend Nicholls
My grandmother was hospitalized a week after her second dose. She spent 2 weeks in ICU where she ultimately passed.
3 hrs. Like Reply More

Kira Derby
Brend Nicholls: My aunt died a few weeks after her 2nd shot. Nobody will admit it but I know it was the shot. Everything went crazy all at once. She was elderly but I don't believe she had kidney failure and heart problems suddenly after doing the entire pandemic. I've heard so many other things as well. Personal stories from people I know. It's sad and I'm not going near this crap.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Forre Hart
Brand Nicholas: Write this on the channel's I'll page. Let's flood them.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Leigha Reid
Brand Nicholas: Brand Nicholas this is exactly the case with my name. She's in Hospital now and it is not the same, 2nd week in there.
2 hrs. Like Reply More

Shir hill
Kira Derby: so sorry 1 hr. Like Reply More

Kira Derby
Shir Miller: thank you.
2 hrs. Like Reply More
Carrie Partain
Kira Defy
in hospital, did they treat her with remdesivir?

Kira Defy
Carrie Partain:
no. They sent her to hospice.

Kira Defy
Carrie Partain:
I'm sorry. My dad is currently on hospice.

Kira Defy
Carrie Partain:
Came! I am so sorry. I went through that with my dad in July of 2019 and I'm still not okay. I 100% holding you in my heart. It's the hardest thing, and I thought I was strong and prepared. When you're on auto pilot, it's impossible to be prepared. The heart doesn't get it.

Kira Defy
Carrie Partain:
please inbox me anytime. I'm not kidding.

Kira Defy
Carrie Partain:
I sent you an inbox as you have it in case you wanna vent to a stranger. Sometimes it helps.

Wayne Shaygich
Brand Nicholas:
What was the diagnosis on her admission? What is the cause of death on her death certificate?

David Kunkle
Leigh Reid:
Are they drugging her with Remdesivir or Vancomycin? These drugs cause organ failures. The ventilator then kicks them off. Sad.

David Kunkle
Brand Nicholas:
Did they put her on a ventilator and drug her up with Remdesivir or Vancomycin? These drugs cause organ failures and the ventilator kicks them off. Hospitals get $$$ for doing such.

Brand Nicholas:
Wayne Shaygich:
They originally assumed covid because her oxygen levels were so low - test was negative. Then they assumed lung infection - her lungs were clear. Her heart was in AFib, she was disoriented, and unable to stand. Her AFib was uncontrollable with medication, and her heart was unable to oxygenate her body. She had inflammation and fluid on her heart and they again suspected infection. She was diagnosed with inflammation of the myocardium (LCM) and diagnosis with Myocarditis. She was treated for infection (I can't recall with what exactly), her heart was shocked once and they were unable to get it back to a steady beat. She coded the next day and they brought her to the ICU.

Her back, she coded again and died about an hour later. They told us her heart had just completely failed. I have not seen the death certificate.

Wayne Shaygich
Brand Nicholas:
How old was your grandmother, and did she have a history of heart disease? When do you see the death certificate to understand the cause of death and what underlying conditions leading to death. Sorry for your loss.

Amelia Fergas
Wayne Shaygich:
there's way too many injury/death cases here in these comments for these vaccines to be deemed safe. Can you imagine how many others, globally, have been injured or have died? Trying to prove this elderly person dead from an existing condition is a joke made.

Wayne Shaygich
Amelia Fergas:
The CDC and WHO determined that the vaccines are safe, and 183 million Americans are fully vaccinated. People died before getting the vaccine, people died after getting the vaccine, but there is absolutely no scientific evidence that people died from getting the vaccine. Where is the causal connection?

Brand Nicholas
Amelia Fergas:
I hate people who sole purpose of commenting is what... to disprove or question another person's loss. My grandmother was admitted only a week after getting the vaccine. She was admitted after a neighbor was called to check on her because she wasn't herself on the phone when my Aunt spoke to her... she hadn't eaten or bathed, she was weak and vomiting... she was placed in ICU where she remained for 3 weeks until her death. These people trying to prove a point are nothing more than a worthless excuses for human being.

Amelia Fergas

Lucy Flametop:
Nope. But I did lose my MM to the draconian lockdowns. She had advanced Alzheimer's and was locked away from us — her family, for 4 months. In her room. Alone. The room that she was in did not have direct sunlight. She couldn't see well enough to see us out the window and the window couldn't be opened to hear us. She developed failure to thrive and passed two days before Christmas last year. The governor and Fauci’s insane recommendations killed my loved one.

3 mins Like Reply More

Joana Rangel:
Lucy Flametop's LTC nurse here. We couldn't believe what they were making us do. The residents all felt their rights went out the window and they made us isolate these poor elderly people from their loved ones in their last days. It was heart breaking.

2 mins Like Reply More

Lucy Flametop:
I'm so sorry you all went through that, too. What they did to our loved ones was absolutely
Angela K:
Lucy Flamenato I am so sorry. I can't believe this happened...
2 mins Like Reply More

Emily Jean
Lucy Flamenato same thing happened to my great grandmother in a nursing home in Michigan.
3 mins Like Reply More

Marita L
My mom was in a nursing home too. They wouldn't let her leave and went so far as to not let us talk to her through the window anymore. She gave up and started refusing her meals, she passed away within 2 weeks. But jokes on them my mom was stubborn and she beat the government's orders the only way she could. I'm sure up that she was put in that position I blame Mike DeWine and the biased media for forcing her to those measures.
2 mins Like Reply More

Lucy Flamenato
Me too - I'm so sorry.
2 mins Like Reply More

Nicole H
Lucy Flamenato my story is similar. My grandmother was locked in a nursing home, still got COVID, recovered & died a few weeks after jab. Spent the last year of her life alone. Still makes me angry.
2 mins Like Reply More

Sara Winfield
Lucy Flamenato God I'm so sorry honey. Hug it.
2 mins Like Reply More

Cat Lambert
Lucy Flamenato I work in a nursing home... I cried after every shift... what they did to our residents was inhumane and evil.
2 mins Like Reply More

Author Varenos
Lucy Flamenato I am so sorry for your loss. I can't imagine being forced to let my loved one live that. Where is the justice for her or your family?
9 mins Like Reply More

Sita Khan
Lucy Flamenato I'm sorry for your lost...
2 mins Like Reply More

Mark M
Lucy Flamenato I'm so sorry that happened to you. I cannot imagine.
2 mins Like Reply More

Lorelie Faster Jones
Lucy Flamenato I am so sorry that happened to you. I cannot imagine.
2 mins Like Reply More

Maria Christina
Lucy Flamenato I'm so sorry for your loss. May God bring you peace and comfort.
2 mins Like Reply More

Jimmy Becker
Lucy Flamenato Just so sorry for your loss.
2 mins Like Reply More

Heather Deaton
Lucy Flamenato Do I have stories to tell of lockdowns in assisted living facilities. Sad sad truths. I will say in our facility we based them on more than ever.
2 mins Like Reply More

Heather Deaton
Cat Lambert Noooooo
2 mins Like Reply More

Cat Lambert
Heather Deaton a lot of people died... and, nothing will ever convince me it wasn't from a broken heart. Staying to see their family... asking why their loved ones abandoned them... it was horrible. Nobody asked THEM what they wanted.
2 mins Like Reply More

Amy Hula
Sorry I hadn't. Sorry to hear this, Lucy
2 mins Like Reply More

Karen Groebiger
Lucy Flamenato
1 min Like Reply More

Aykut Main-Gilchrist
Lucy Flamenato I'm so sorry. RIP to your mother in law and my dad. Both lost to isolation and government stupidity. Their blood is forever on the government's hands.
1 min Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Tom J.
My birthmother who was in a psychiatric nursing home was forced to take the "dastard". Within a month or 2 she died.
3 mins Like Reply More

Lorraine Moody Ashcraft
I can tell you a lot of vaccinated death stories! Close friends.
3 mins Like Reply More

Erik Bell
Lorraine Moody Ashcraft Please do. Everyone up here has "stories" but no one seems to be able to verify any of them.
3 mins Like Reply More

Lorraine Moody Ashcraft
Erik Bell I can certainly tell you of cases but I couldn't even tell you names. Heart attacks, aneurysms, renal failure, sepsis. The list goes on. It is in young healthy people. It's happening and it will come out but maybe after many didn't have the facts before hand.
9 mins Like Reply More

Kelli Rembold
Lorraine Moody Ashcraft They need to report to the VAERS and make sure you do a backup for your records that it was done.
3 mins Like Reply More

Wayne Hagglund
Erik Bell! The reason is because it is all misinformation and conspiracy theories, people die every day from all sorts of things and did before cord.
3 mins Like Reply More

Erik Bell
Wayne, exactly.
3 mins Like Reply More

Wayne Hagglund
Lorraine Moody Ashcraft How many unvaccinated death stories are there? GET VACCINATED?
3 mins Like Reply More

Terry Plohoski Tani
Lorraine Moody Ashcraft
1 min Like Reply More

Terry Plohoski Tani
.......
1 min Like Reply More

Amada Robinson
I know of many people who have lost loved ones from COVID-19 that were fully vaccinated than those who weren't.
3 mins Like Reply More

Barbara Jean Clements
Amada Robinson stay away from the jabs?
3 mins Like Reply More

Sanne Forberg
Amada Robinson in their 50s?!
3 mins Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Louise Cilfone
I lost a loved one due to medical malpractice, negligence and not allowing an advocate to be with them. But you would never state that story.
3 mins Like Reply More

Mrs. E. Fraser
Lauren Clifford come here
2 mins Like Reply More

Melissa Bargerfeld
Please share the stories. WXKZ-2 TV Channel?
2 mins Like Reply More

Mrs. E. Fraser
Lauren Clifford I personally want to go after the hospital for following a protocol they knew was dangerous!
2 mins Like Reply More

Ashley Waters Wake
Lauren Clifford and TJ Fraser was it manslaughter? I know a handful of people whose loved ones were killed from treatment with that
4 mins Like Reply More
Loretta Loughlin: Did your grandpa's medical doctor say to him that it was due to the vaccine? If a medical doctor said that, your post belongs, otherwise it is misinformation.

Samantha Henderson: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: definitely have heard this one before. Healthy hard working 50-55 year old suddenly has onset dementia.

Loretta Loughlin: Wayne Duglith: It is not misinformation, it is a personal anecdote: one which may, or may not, be indicative of a pattern.

Loretta Loughlin: Wayne Duglith: It is not misinformation, it is a personal anecdote: one which may, or may not, be indicative of a pattern.

Vicky Wells: Well this didn’t go down the path you wanted. What a spectacular backfire that was. Thanks for making my morning brighter.

How about setting the TRUTH for a change, start with that.

Jenny Lynne: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: there is a team of doctors & virologists right now looking at brain diseases caused by the vaccine and they are saying that they hope they are wrong but it doesn’t look good. I’m sure as time progresses we’ll hear more of those.

Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Susan Thomas: I am so sorry. It probably was not dementia! The spike protein pass through the blood brain barrier or it’s virus, that’s why the docs are giving flu vaccine to block that, but if the vaccine the synthetic spike protein are doing the same thing. They don’t why some people don’t have issues and others do, but there has never been a vaccine that has such horrible side-effects.

Ti-Jo Edwards: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: sent you a DM.

Jen Shores: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: I know someone who had similar symptoms. Nothing PROOF.

Caryn Pandolph: Julie Smereck Powell: I’ve had the same thing.

Jennifer Lynne: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: there’s a team of doctors & virologists right now looking at brain diseases caused by the vaccine and they are saying that they hope they’re wrong but it doesn’t look good. I’m sure as time progresses we’ll hear more of those.

Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Jennifer Lynne: heard about that. It’s very scary.

Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Jess Sheets: can I message you?

Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Susan Thomas: what I mean is they are calling it dementia, but they are testing negative for it, but having the symptoms. You don’t develop dementia that rapidly. Look into Prion’s disease.


Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Susan Thomas: until am. So sorry for your loss.

Ti-Tangaba Sper: Lauren Ashley

Lauren Ashley: Ti-Tangaba Sper: Got it, I am starting to feel like maybe I was right!

Loretta Loughlin: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Yeah, grandma went from getting up in the morning, showering, dressing, fixing breakfast for himself before we checked on him every morning. Got vaccinated, started falling a lot more, went to rehab and now requires round clock care. The difference is obvious to anyone who knows him before.

Loretta Loughlin: Tammy Grantham Montgomery: Loretta Loughlin: I am so sorry. This virus and the vaccine... They are both so horrible!

Wayne Duglith
Tara Wright McKee died after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, and her family is demanding answers. People are sharing their experiences and concerns about the vaccine.

Rachel Brady: That's horrible and sadly it doesn't surprise me.

Tara Wright McKee, a victim of a rare complication following the COVID-19 vaccine, has inspired a global movement to raise awareness and demand safer vaccines.

The family of Tara Wright McKee is demanding answers after her death following the COVID-19 vaccine.

Sherie Morgan: I'm unvaccinated and in hospital with COVID. I must admit it's awful and was quite scary when I was brought in. There have been three other ladies in her who were very poorly and had been doubled jabs. Fortunately they all made a good recovery and have been discharged.

Liliana Shrap: I'm home now and resting but will be into purchasing these vitamins.
Sherri Morgan: Amanda Hayley they didn't and I'm now home thank goodness.

3 mins Like Reply More

Sherri Morgan: Wayne Douglas two reasons, no 1 I was advised not to by my neurosurgeon and no 2 I didn't want to. I doubt that I will be vaccinated at the moment in time.

3 mins Like Reply More

Wayne Douglas: Sherri Morgan Your neurosurgeon advised you not to be vaccinated? Who is your neurosurgeon, and what was the stated reason? 182 million Americans have been vaccinated, so why don't you want to be vaccinated against covid-19?

3 mins Like Reply More

Sherri Morgan: Wayne Douglas I don't think my medical status is any of your business.

3 mins Like Reply More

Lorenzo Edward: Sherri Morgan they should be treating you with things that Doctors use in other parts of the world but you "don't understand and you're not smart". It's ridiculous...

3 mins Like Reply More

Nicole Brown Hest: Kristin Zambaleau Cassidy it causes kidney failure, did they ever tell you/her kidneys were failing?

3 mins Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Tina Mace: It's time for you as journalists to stop manipulating the public and start actually investigating the things the public is telling you about.

3 mins Like Reply More

Van Van Drew: replied 4 replies

Rewel Grace Pickett: I know of 5.6k vaccinated people who have died FROM THE VACCINE!! All died from blood clots & strokes out. We see you & we will remember you when the truth comes out. How many of our friends & family members in you medically mandated. I would be afraid to be in your shoes when I make my SUW.

3 mins Like Reply More

Lakiee Mac: Sherri Morgan will they force you to get jabbed? Godspeed!

2 mins Like Reply More

Raquel Peters: Sherri there is better treatment at flaccid.net find a Dr there for symptoms.

2 mins Like Reply More

Home - FLCC | Front Line COVID-19...

joepotatoe@gmail.com

Rachel GreenWood: Sherri Morgan wishing you a speedy recovery

2 mins Like Reply More

Sherri Morgan: Rachel Greenwood thank you x

2 mins Like Reply More

Sherri Morgan: Laura Mac I haven't been only mentioned by a friend. But when I was in hospital I could hear the medical staff talking about me because I was unwell. I felt like I was tid

2 mins Like Reply More

Amanda Hayley: Sherri Morgan Don't let them use Remdesivir if it is in hospital!! Get off of it. Exsctly ordered all hospitals to only use it. But it will hurt the kidneys and driven people!! VACCINE NOW will help you within days you will start to feel better!! https://yengleuk/i/RkW4f]?PM

2 mins Like Reply More

A thousand doctors suing the WHO! Look...

yudials.com

Sherri Morgan: Amanda Hayley they didn't use remdesivir thankfully. Although on my discharge notes it states that my kidneys are ok!!I have got an ulcer on my lower leg!

2 mins Like Reply More

Aisha All National Roseddian: Mandy Hill were remdesivir or remegran?

2 mins Like Reply More

Wayne Douglas: Sherri Morgan you should have been vaccinated. Why weren't you? Will you be in the future?

on Sat Like Reply More

Jassy Miller: Rentel Grace Pickett love the ☝️

2 mins Like Reply More

Kitty Merrill: Rentel Grace Pickett wow I hope it was reported to Vaers.com

2 mins Like Reply More

Shelton Saronak: Rentel Grace Pickett prove it! Share the obituaries or death certificates.

2 mins Like Reply More

Kitty Merrill: Lyn Austin

2 mins Like Reply More

Kitty Merrill: They're forced to read they keep moving how do you make them hold still.

2 mins Like Reply More

Tatypara Nicholsbro: Sheldon Sunshine if you still don't see the truth and think there is some kind of "conspiracy theory". That over 100,000 people are sharing like experiences with negative side effects... which do you think?

2 mins Like Reply More

Rentel Grace Pickett: Tatypara Nicholsbro exactly why didn't respond to that sooner

2 mins Like Reply More

Jaime Brow: Rentel Grace Pickett Tiffany Hallmark so what do we as a country do about the president forcing these vaccines on us? I'm scared for the future

2 mins Like Reply More

Tia Huga: Rentel Grace Pickett we had someone locally that died from their vaccine as well. People who refuse to believe this is happening are just blind.

2 mins Like Reply More

Jackson Taylor Moore: Rentel Grace Pickett amen sister! Keep sharing truth! #21TheWinStand

2 mins Like Reply More

Luke Levy: Rentel Grace Pickett Em Stacey

1 sec Like Reply More
Vivek Aunty
Em Scooby

Wawa Hair!
Bonfire Grace Pickett! Stake their name, cities, and states. None of them died from being vaccinated and you know it.

2 likes Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Lovejoye Davies
No, but I recently lost someone who was fully vaccinated and got Covid. It wasn’t the Covid that killed them. It was the treatment. Someone out there is killing. Why don’t you do a story on how hospitals are being turned into death factories.

2 likes Like Reply More

Stephen Taylor replied 20 minutes ago

Cherie Anderson
Ugh, don’t you mean the vaccinated, bl.

2 likes Like Reply More

Andrea Callow replied 1 reply

Justin Reed
I hope someone’s archiving these comments...

2 likes Like Reply More

View previous replies

Juliana Nienaber
I was just wondering the same thing! I will likely pay for a copy of all these screenshots! I’m filming you. I’ll be happy to send a Venmo or something for all the work screenshoting this.

2 likes Like Reply More

Juliana Nienaber
Paige Quan I was just wondering the same thing! I will likely pay for a copy of all these screenshots! I’m filming you. I’ll be happy to send a Venmo or something for all the work screenshoting this.

2 likes Like Reply More

Sarah Jenkins
Juliane Nienaber Same here.

2 likes Like Reply More

Callum Mary
Justin Reed share share share

2 likes Like Reply More

Sarah Kim
I’m screenshotting away.

2 likes Like Reply More

Maree Gordon
I just saw a bunch of screen shots in telegram.

2 likes Like Reply More

Amy Huber Massella
Maree Graham what channel, please? I’m on telegram.

2 likes Like Reply More

Maree Gordon
I follow so many I can’t tell ya! If I saw it I’ll come back and let ya know. Posts are rolling so fast over here, it’s nuts.

2 likes Like Reply More

Maree Gordon
Amy Huber Massella Chasing VIKERS is a good one. Not the screen shots I saw earlier but they are still.

2 likes Like Reply More

Tanya Doobay
Zan Girard om frack you - I’ve set up an email @peopleperson2021@hotmail.com for anyone to send over these stories I hope this will help.

1 like Like Reply More

Crystal Bridges
Sarah Sarah Send me the PDF, please? Seriously.

1 like Like Reply More

Crystal Bridges
Jennifer Sinchta Can regular people report?

1 like Like Reply More

Fatty Divet
and Sarah Kim and Maree Graham, ya’ll are doing an awesome job here, supporting those injured and family members deathes need to be documented. I like to research & document too, I’ve got documents coming out of my ears on my & phone if – anyway I got a question on how y’all choose to report the names. I am going to say you post the info that you have, not the names, and if you can’t read the names too blurry if I can’t make out. Good job ladies, best of luck champ you needed info. Oh yes, please make sure all info is a profile that was mentioned. ....... Don’t give up, this is an incredibly hard time like some of these. I look for name cause there was another site ya’ll could use too. BSB, Party.

1 like Like Reply More

Fatty Divet
Here’s another website of documentation...

https://www.tlnewssections.com/wall-textsamals.html?filed=lnWk2025CZl0hU0b 1h101TS1D100V1l10f1Sv71g10f100F1023h102l0b-oy2-rv3

Real Testimonials
@tlnewssections.com

1 like Like Reply More

Sinchta Sinchta
Crystal Bridges you’re a goddess.

1 like Like Reply More

Crystal Bridges
Jennifer Sinchta I’d like a copy of this comment section. Do you have one?

1 like Like Reply More

Andrea Garza
Sarah Sarah I would love a copy also. Could you please pm me.

1 like Like Reply More
Cory Rose My wife Kelly Bailey, who was vaccinated, is not due to her being vaccinated, there is no causal connection. There is no evidence that she had been vaccinated.

Melissa Clark Lee I really don’t know how to respond to this. I mean, it’s a huge issue. I think you’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Melissa Clark Lee I agree with you. I think we’re confusing the fridge thing with the fridge’s not being cold.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.

Cory Rose Now, I’m not sure if that’s true, but I don’t think it’s because we don’t have a fridge. I think it’s because we don’t have a vaccine.

Wayne Biggert If you haven’t seen the reports of the FDA, they’re really not about the fridge not being cold. They’re about the vaccine not being effective.
Zagheira M: yes, I know Facebook is getting in trouble for posting fantasy. So, they delete nonsense before it infects others like you.

Barry Schneider

Barry Schneider, in your arrogance and ignorance you are destroying all you claim believe in. You use nonsense from idiots to support your positions as you claim experts with decades of experience “have an agenda”. The idiocy of this type of position is astounding. You’re killing America. You’re killing my friends and relatives. You’re killing children.

Wayne Dishy

Leslie K. Roberts: Not being vaccinated is playing Russian roulette.

Barry Schneider

Grindle Marie: you fantasy can be sickening. Try making up some good stories instead. People are laughing at you for swallowing this nonsense.

Barry Schneider

Grindle McDonald: now, delusion beggars more delusion. I can’t emphasize how weird and bizarre this page is. Stuff, made up or lied about and immediately accepted as “fact”- of has taken the imagination and blown it up to a party of theories and ideas that most people would simply reject by saying, “Americans don’t fall for typical communist propaganda”. And yet, the writers on this page prove Americans can be as stupid as anywhere else on this planet.

Wayne Dishy

Charles Ray Conolly: sorry, I can’t follow your logic or point. The rhetoric is way too deep for me.

Heather Deaton

Wayne Dishy: the 183,000,000 Americans who have been fully vaccinated are going to die? GET VACCINATED!

Heather Deaton

Wayne Dishy: no thanks!

Barry Schneider: my bad let me be plain and clear for the slow folks. You’re a lying fool, there’s no “70%” followers on this thread it’s a figment of your imagination, which I’m sure is large and unusual.

Wayne Dishy: Heather Deaton: Do the 183,000,000 Americans who have been fully vaccinated are going to die? GET VACCINATED!

Michael K. JW

Amy Davidson-Hutton: my friend mom had enterocolitis sepsis etc after the jab. Been in the ICU for a month

Sarah Janet Hyde

Michael K. JW: In did your problem happen after your vacs?

Sarah Janet Hyde: no, I didn’t

Wayne Dishy: Amy Davidson-Hutton: Did your husband’s medical doctor tell him you it was in any way related to being vaccinated?

Wayne Dishy: Lisa Matthews: You know there is no causal connection between small bowel obstructions and enterocolitis and the covid vaccine, and it is irresponsible of you to pass on that false info. As a mental health nurse, if you are, you are not supposed to be vaccinated for covid! Have you been vaccinated? Have you had a small bowel obstruction or sepsis? I hope you don’t mind, but I have sent a screen shot of your misinformation and conspiracy theory post to the administrator at Cooley.

Wayne Dishy: Amy Davidson-Hutton: Your friend mom’s enterocolitis sepsis was not caused by the covid vaccine. Enterocolitis may be caused by a variety of infectious agents including bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites. It is often caused by eating or drinking contaminated foods. Bacterial agents include Salmonella, E. coli, and Shigella.

Wayne Dishy: They already ruled that out. I said what I said.